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Le Ginestruzze Uzzano



COOKING COURSES

Learn how to prepare an authentic

Tuscan meal with the most traditional

recipes of our regional cuisine. Cooking

classes are normally held in the kitchen

of our farmhouse or directly in the

apartments. 

BALLOON FLIGHT

Discover the most evocative views of

Chianti and Tuscany quietly suspended

in the air. While the pilot tells you the

history of the area, you can admire the

spectacle of the Tuscan countryside

from a unique position. Balloon flights

depart early in the morning from

Tavarnelle Val di Pesa, 18km from us.   

 FERRARI DRIVING EXPERIENCE

Make your dreams come true by driving a real

Ferrari in the heart of Tuscany! The experience

includes a guided tour in a Ferrari for about 8

hours, accompanied by an assistant and a

photographer who will follow you on the safety

car. You will drive through the magnificent hills

of Tuscany, stopping along the way to take

photos and videos.

HORSE RIDING

In collaboration with the Guelfi Neri Farm

riding school in Montespertoli, explore the

wonderful Tuscan countryside on horseback,

through vineyards, olive groves and fascinating

woods. Or book one or more lessons at the

riding school in Anselmo, just 12 minutes from

our farm. For information and reservations,

contact the reception. 

PICNIC IN OUR VINEYARD

Taste the typical dishes of a traditional Tuscan

picnic, made of croutons and bruschetta, mixed

cold cuts and local cheeses, fresh pasta,

excellent meat and homemade desserts, all

accompanied by a glass of our wine. The picnic

will be held in the middle of our vineyards with

an unmissable view of the Chianti hills.

 

RESERVATION OF MUSEUM ENTRANCE

AND GUIDED TOURS

Our staff remains at your complete

disposal to book admissions to museums

and exhibitions and to help you to

choose the most suitable tour for you or

to get to know the wonders of Tuscany. 



 VESPA TOUR 

Enjoy a few hours of freedom by driving a

real Vespa through the spectacular Chianti

roads! You can relive "the Dolce Vita"

accompanied by an expert guide who will

lead you to discover the medieval villages of

Chianti. 

E-BIKE RENT

In collaboration with the agency “Toscana by

Bike” of Montespertoli, we offer an E-bike rental

service to allow our guests to explore the

Chianti region with a guide (Massimo the owner

of the agency) or in total autonomy. The region

is famous for its enchanting views, rolling hills,

vineyards and olive groves and picturesque

medieval villages. 

FACIAL TREATMENTS AND CLEANSING 

During your stay at Le Ginestruzze, take

some time to relax your body and mind

Face cleansing and exclusive treatments

are available on request.  

FOOT MASSAGE AND REFLEXOLOGY

Foot reflexology is a discipline that

balances your energy thanks to a

particular massage of the feet.

Reflexology is especially popular since

there are nearly 15,000 nerves in your feet

alone, making them especially sensitive to

touch (hence why foot massages feel so

good!).

 

GOLF & TENNIS

Sports lovers will not miss the opportunity to

play a game of tennis in the spaces located in

Baccaiano, 5 km from our farmhouse or

organize a day of golf on the 9-hole course in

Montelupo Fiorentino, about 20 minutes from

us. Another nice golf is also in Vinci, the

village of Leonardo.

APERITIF AT SUNSET ON THE ARNO RIVER

We will sail at sunset, on the Arno river, seeing

Florence from an unusual and suggestive

perspective. Not only will we tell you stories and

anecdotes related to the river and these

wonderful monuments but, on the way back, there

will also be room for a toast. 

 



PRIVATE STARGAZING EVENING

Exclusive visits to offer a unique and

unforgettable exciting experience. A professional

astronomer will be at your complete disposal for

two hours and with him you can experience the

thrill of scanning the deep sky with the largest

telescope in Tuscany or with Galileo's telescope.

The Chianti Multifunctional Observatory is located

in Barberino Val d'Elsa, 34km from us.

 LUNCH SERVICE BY THE POOL 

During the summer, a "light" lunch

service is available for all guests wishing

to relax by the pool. The service is active

every day from 1pm to 3pm. Contact the

reception for information and orders.

 

TREKKING IN THE VINEYARDS

A walk that starts from the central place

of our farmhouse, continuing among the

vineyards, is the best way to breathe the

territory, experience the rhythm of

nature and enter the dimension that

governs the land of Tuscany.

VINTAGE CARRIAGE TOUR

The real contact with nature, its scents and

panoramas, accompanied by the slow

going of a country carriage pulled by heavy

draft horses, horses that ferry us into the

dimension where life flows with rhythms

dictated by nature. During the tour you’ll

also visit the Montegufoni castle. 

WEEKLY DINNER IN THE GARDEN

Once a week, we organize an outdoor

dinner in the large garden of the main

villa. This dinner is reserved for our

guests only.

BOAT RIDE ON THE ARNO 

A wonderful boat trip, transported by an ancient

boat passing under the most important and

significant bridges of Florence, lulled by the water

of the Arno and the slow rowing of the boatmen.

On the boat, the renaiolo will show you all the

monuments you will encounter along the way and

will tell curious anecdotes about the Arno river.

 



PARACHUTE JUMP OVER THE

MEDITERRANEAN SEA 

 Live a truly unforgettable experience

with a jump from 4200 m a.s.l. on the

blue of the Tuscan Mediterranean.

 In tandem with a qualified instructor. 

 

 OTHER SERVICES
 

Food shopping service

Before your arrival or even during your stay, we can do the food shopping for you. You send us the list and

further on, you will find everything in your accommodation.

Taxi service

 Our farmhouse is located 40 kilometers from the Florence airport and 90 kilometers from the Pisa airport.

Florence Santa Maria Novella station is less than 30 kilometers away. On request, our staff can help you

organize private transfers from airports and stations.

Restaurants

 Some excellent restaurants and pizzerias are located in the immediate vicinity of Le Ginestruzze. Our guests

can choose between refined environments, typical trattorias, pizzerias ... More information on the restaurants

in the area is available at our reception.

Banks

 The closest is located in Montespertoli in Piazza Nuova, about 2 kilometers from our farmhouse.

Service station

 The closest is in Montespertoli, 3 kilometers from us. 

Or in Baccaiano, in the direction of Fi-Pi-Li, 5 km from us.

Supermarkets

 A COOP supermarket is located in the center of Montesperoli; it is open from 8 to 20. 

It is a 5-minute drive from our farmhouse. An even larger and more well-stocked COOP is located in San

Casciano, 15 minutes by car from us.

Laundry

You don't have to go far, a fully equipped laundry room is made available to our guests free of charge.
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For further information on these proposals and services, 

or for any booking, you can contact the reception.

You can also contact us by email or WhatsApp 

before your arrival.

We all remain at your disposal.


